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What is Heart Rate Variability?

By variability we mean changes in the interval or distance between one beat of the heart and the next. The interbeat interval (IBI) is the time between one R-wave (or heart beat) and the next, in milliseconds. The IBI is highly variable within any given time period. Multiple biological rhythms overlay one another to produce the resultant pattern of variability. Interbeat interval variations, or heart rate variability, have relevance for physical, emotional, and mental function. Many people confuse Heart Rate with Heart Rate Variability. The human heart is a bio-electrical pump beating at an ever changing rate: it is not like a clock that beats at a steady, unchanging rate. This variability in heart rate is an adaptive quality in a healthy body.

How is Heart Rate Variability measured?

One measure of heart rate variability is the difference between the highest heart rate and the lowest heart rate within each cardiac cycle, measured in beats per minute. This index is called “HR Max – HR Min.” A second
index of Heart Rate Variability, widely used in medical research is the Standard Deviation of the N-to-N interval. The N-to-N interval is the “normalized” beat-to-beat interval. The SDNN is the standard deviation of those intervals, a measure of their variability. The SDNN is expressed in milliseconds (ms). Finally, a third index of variability, more reliable in the short term, is called pNN50. This index measures what percent of the Interbeat Intervals differ from neighboring intervals by 50 milliseconds or more. The pNN50 is expressed in percentages.

“I The human heart is a bio-electrical pump beating at an ever changing rate: it is not like a clock that beats at a steady, unchanging rate.”

Can we train individuals to increase the variability of their Heart Rate and is there an ideal value for HRV?

Scientific study of the variability in heart rate is fairly recent, and only in the past ten years did it become possible to train human beings to change the variability in heart rhythms. Biofeedback practitioners have found that biofeedback training can increase HRV, through several parallel training pathways. The practitioner initially guides the subject to acquire three basic skills: 1) relax physically and emotionally, 2) reduce anxious thoughts and negative emotions, and 3) engage in smooth full diaphragmatic breathing. Next, the trainee learns to recognize and produce the smooth sinusoidal waveforms (RSA waveforms) in which respiration and heart rate co-vary in a near-phase or complete phase relationship. HRV biofeedback can reinforce breathing in the 5-7 breaths per minute range, and reinforce the production of a dominant spike in HRV at around 0.1 Hz.

Current research suggests that each individual has a “resonant frequency” at which heart rate variability is the greatest, and this resonant frequency can be measured by biofeedback instruments. While there is no uniform “ideal value” for all persons, this resonant frequency is most frequently produced by persons in a relaxed mental state, with a positive emotional tone, breathing diaphragmatically at a rate of about 5-7 breaths per minute. Relaxed breathing at around six breaths per minute produces a spike of heart rate variability at around 0.1 Hz. Remember that one tenth of a hertz equals one tenth of a cycle per second, so that 0.1 Hz equals six cycles per minute. The other measures of HRV also tend to maximize when heart rate change is dominated by rhythms in this Low Frequency range. In this way, a trainee in HRV biofeedback can be directly reinforced for increasing one of the variability indices (HR Max – HR Min, SDNN, or pNN50).

Is there any current or ongoing research to support HRV biofeedback?

Psychophysiological research suggests that these frequency ranges reflect different biological influences. The high frequency range is associated with parasympathetic pathways, the influences of respiration in normal frequencies on vagal tone. The low frequency range is associated with the influence of blood pressure (baroreceptors) on heart rhythms, and meditative/slow breathing augments this range. The very low frequency range is associated with sympathetic activation, or more probably the withdrawal of parasympathetic braking, and also the influences of visceral and thermal regulation. Rumination and worry augment this range. Finally, the ultra low frequency range is associated with the slower-acting biological influences. Several clinical findings show the importance of the heart’s variability. Changes in the rhythms of the heart occur before a fetus goes into distress,
and may predict sudden infant death. Lower variability in heart rate predicts a greater risk for death after a heart attack and death from all causes in adults, especially sudden death. Studies have also shown that clinical depression lowers heart rate variability.

**What is the relationship between Heart Rate Variability and Biofeedback?**

Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback, or HRV biofeedback, is a new technique for training human beings to change the variability and dominant rhythms in their heart activity. The use of HRV biofeedback began in Russia, where it was applied to the treatment of asthma and many other conditions. Research is now going on in many sites within the United States, applying HRV biofeedback to a variety of medical and psychiatric conditions, including: anger, anxiety disorders, asthma, cardiovascular conditions, chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder, irritable bowel syndrome, chronic fatigue, and chronic pain.

Biofeedback training can teach patients to increase the percentage of total HRV in specific frequency ranges. To date, it appears optimal to increase the amount of heart rate change in the Low Frequency Range. Evgeny Vaschillo, a Russian physiologist, hypothesizes that there is a “resonant frequency,” native to each organism, which is optimal for overall health. For most persons that resonant frequency involves a dominance of heart rate change in the Low Frequency (LF) range, around 0.1 Hz. HRV biofeedback can therefore guide and reinforce trainees for shifting their overall heart rate variability into the LF range.

**Can you tell me a little about your BFE Suite on HRV Training and what makes it so useful to professionals that want to work with Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback?**

The Suite has been designed to help newcomers to the field to apply what has been demonstrated by both research and experience. It includes specialized software display screens to support a variety of convergent training strategies to produce increased heart rate variability. One of the things we are most pleased about with the suite is that it also includes a clinical guide that clinicians can use to get started right away in this exciting field. The software and documentation in the suite teach the techniques necessary for increasing heart rate variability.

HRV biofeedback can enable the individual to increase this variability in heart rate, sometimes producing a range of fifty beats a minute during training. HRV biofeedback training can focus on increasing the HR Max – HR Min index.

As human beings age or suffer illness, the total variability in heart rate is reduced, and the risk of illness and death increases. Twenty year olds often show a swing of twenty or more points between the high and low points in their heart rates. Persons over 50 often show changes of ten beats or less. Persons who are more physically active show a wider range between their maximal and minimal heart rate. HRV biofeedback can be of particular value to psychologists and other health practitioners and therapists.

**Does Heart Rate Variability change with age?**

According to research, as human beings age or suffer illness, the total variability in heart rate is reduced, and the risk of illness and death increases. For example, twenty year olds often show a swing of twenty or more points between the high and low points in their heart rates. Persons over 50 often show changes of ten beats or less. Persons who are more physically active show a wider range between their maximal and minimal heart rate. HRV biofeedback can be of particular value to psychologists and other health practitioners and therapists.

---

“Heart Rate Variability Biofeedback is a new technique for training human beings to change the variability and dominant rhythms in their heart activity.”
The Physiology Suite contains a complete set of standard biofeedback tools to get a total physiological perspective on your client’s sympathetic and parasympathetic processes, including: Temperature, Skin Conductance, Surface EMG, Respiration and Heart rate variability (HRV).

The Physiology suite contains more than 80 screens and over 14 scripts, and provides you with advanced tools for assessment and follow-up:

- Pre/post baseline assessment
- SC verbal Relaxation exercise
- Training scripts (10 x 1 min trials)
- A 7 activity stress assessment script that takes your client through a sequence of stress/relax cycles and generates a report to rapidly identify hyper- or hypo-reactivity in each modality.

The Suite offers 17 new animations, 15 MP3 (music & ambiance), 20 MIDI songs and many other new multimedia feedback options:

- DVD (4 action control: shrink, zoom, pause & sound)
- Morphing animation sequences, 3 stage puzzles
- Nature sound audio tracks
- MIDI splitter

Physiology Suite features:

- Skin-conductance driven relaxation script with audio induction track
- User-defined pre-labelled event-markers (hot key activated)
- Real-time epoch statistics for instant trend graphing
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